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Abstract

Many applications require the derivatives of jimctions
defined by computer programs. Automatic differentiation
(AD) is a means of developing code to compute the deriva-
tives of complicated functions accurately and ejiciently,
without the di~culties associated with developing correct

code by hand. We discuss some of the issues involved in
developing automatic differenti~”on tools for parallel pro-
gramming environments.

1. Introduction

There are many applications in which it is necessary or
desirable to compute the derivatives of functions. In nu-
merical optimization, gradients and sometimes Hessians are
used to help locate the extrema of a function. Sensitivity
analysis of computer models of physical systems can pro-
vide information about how various parameters affect the
model and how accurately certain parameters must be mea-
sured. Furthermore, sometimes a computer model is used
to evaluate a function for which the derivatives are intrinsi-
cally interesting (for example, one might compute an energy
in order to determine a force).

Automatic differentiation (AD) provides a mechanism
for computing the derivatives of a complicated function—
expressed in the form of a program-accurately and effi-
ciently, without the difficulty of developing correct code by
hand or the potentially exponential time and space required
by traditiomd symbolic manipulation. Many programs are
being developed on or ported to parallel computing plat-
forms. Thus. there is a need for automatic differentiation
tools for parallel programs.
‘ One populrw paradigm for paral[el programming is mes-

sage passing. In this paper, we consider two important is-
sues in the AD of message-passing parallel programs. One
important concern is maintaining an association between
the data structures used for a variable g and the derivative(s)

of that variable with respect to the independent variable(s),
often denoted Vy. The second issue discussed is the differ-
entiation of parallel reduction operations.

The next section provides a brief introduction to auto-
matic differentiation. Section 3 discusses techniques for
preserving the association between y and Vy. Section 4 ex-
amines the problem of applying AD to reduction operations,
especially the product reduction. Section 5 summarizes
the recommended strategies for coping with these problems
and concludes with a summary of other issues important to
the automatic differentiation of parallel programs.

2. Automatic Differentiation

Complex functions are often expressed as algorithms and
computed using computer programs. Such programs may
range from tens to many thousands of lines of code. Auto-
matic differentiation has proven art effective means of de-
veloping code to compute the derivatives of such functions.
AD relies upon the fact that all programs, no matter how
complicated, use a limited set of elementary operations and
functions, as defined by the programming language. The
function computed by the program is simply the composi-
tion of these elementary functions. Thus, we can compute
the partial derivatives of the elementary functions using for-
mulas obtained via table lookup, then compute the overall
derivatives using the chain rule. This process can be com-
pletely automated, and is thus termed automatic differenti-

ation [5].
Consider the code for computing the function y = ~(z),

where ~(z) = (sin(z)@ )/x, shown in Figure l(a). Using
AD, we can generate code to compute both y and dy/dz, as
shown in Figure 1(b).

This example uses the so-called forward mode of AD. In
this mode, we propagate derivatives with respect to the in-
dependent variable(s) (in this case z). When there is more
than one independent variable, we propagate derivative vec-
tors. We use Vy or g_y to denote the derivative vector as-
sociated with variable y. This derivative vector contains the
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A = sin(X) A = sin(X)
B = sqrt(X) dAdx = Cos(x) ! table lookup.
c =A*B B = sqrt(X)
Y = c/x dBdX = 1/(2*B) ! table lookup

C=A*B
dcdA = B ! table lookup
dCdB = A ! table lookup
dcdx = dCdA*dAdX + dCdB*dBdX ! chain rule
Y = c/x
dYdC = l/X ! table lookup
dYdx = dYdC*dCdX - C/(X*X) ! CRITL

(a) (b)

Figurel.Codefor computingasimple function (a)andcode forcomputingits derivatives generated
by AD (b).

derivatives of y with respect to the independent variables.
For example, ifs, b, and care all independent variables,
automatic differentiation might produce the following:

a = 1

Va = [1 o o]

b2 =

Vb = [0 1 o]

c = 4

Vc = [0 o 1]

x = ab

Vz = aVb+bVa
.

Y = C3

Vy = 3C2VC

.2 = y/x

Vz = –z/xvz+l/xvy

AFortran implementation ofthese equations appearsin
Figure2.0nexit,Vzcontains[r3z/~a Bz/~b 8z/&]=
[-24 -12 24]. Note that each assignment statement
Vvar= . . . involves the summation of one of more deriva-
tive vectors scaled by a (scalar) partial derivative. This
“scale-and-add” operation occurs frequently in Iinear alge-
bra, and appears as the saxpy (daxpy, etc.) routine in the Ba-
sic Linear Algeb& Subprograms (BLAS) library. As a re.
suit, efficient implementations exist for most modern com-
puter architectures.

It is possible to associate a derivative vector with each
element of a vector w. In this case, the composite object
Vw maybe referred to as a derivative matrix. In the general
case, we use the term derivative object.

While the examples given have been very simple, AD
can be applied to complex programs of arbitrary length. The

a= 1.0
g_a(l) = 1.0
g_a(2) = 0.0
g_a(3) = 0.0
b = 2.0
g_b(l) = 0.0
g_b(2) = 1.0
g_b(3) = 0.0
c = 4.0
g_c(l) = 0.0
g_c(2) = 0.0
g_c(3) = 1.0
x = a*b

c could use saxpy instead
do i=l,3
g_x(i) = a*g_b(i)+b*g_a(i)

enddo
y = C**3
do i=l,3
g_y(i) = 3*c*c*g_c(i)

enddo
z = y/x
do i=l,3
g_z(i) = (-z/x)*g_x(i)+gJ(i)/x

enddo

Figure 2. Example showing propagation of
derivatives using derivative vectors.



ADIFOR tool has been applied to programs of over 100,000
lines [2]. Also, because it makes no assumptions about pro-
gram structure, AD is applicable to applications from a wide
range of problem domains [1, 2, 3, 6].

3. Preserving Derivative Object Associations

AD requires that we associate a derivative vector (or ma-
trix) with each variable. InFortran,thiscanbe accom-
plished via a naming scheme, such as using the variable
name g-var for the derivative vector associated with the
variable var. We call this association by name. In C and
C++, this is not possible because of the aliasing induced by
pointer%. Instead, the association may be accomplished ei-
ther by creating a structure containing the variable and its
associated derivative vector or by applying a hash function
to the address of the variable. We refer to both strategies as
association by address.

In ADIFOR [2], an AD tool for Fortran, the derivative
vector associated with the variable x is named gx The
ADIC tool [3] for AD of ANSI C, on the other hand, cur-
rently replaces the declaration

float x;

with the declaration

DERIV_TYPE X;

where DERIV-TYPE isdefinedas in Figure 3. Sub-
sequent uses of x are replaced with references to DE-
RIV-VAL (x) andthederivativevectorassociatedwithx
isreferencedusing DERIV.grad (x).

typedef struct {
double value;
double grad[ad_GFWD_MAX] ;

} DERIV_TYPE ;
#define DERIV_VAL (a) ((a)value)
#clefine DERIV_grad (a) ((a).grad)

Figure 3. Definition of DERIV.TYPE object.

In a parallel programming environment with message
passing, we must preserve the association between variables
and their derivative vectors not only during memory alloca-
tion and floating-point operations, but also when data are
sent via messages. We describe two strategies for maintain-
ing this association.

The variable and its associated derivative object can be
communicated using either one or two messages. If both are
to be communicated using a single message, they must be
packed together in that message. If they are to be commu-
nicated via separate messages, an association between these

messagesmust be maintained using tags, source identifiers,
temporal information, and other data. Pseudocode for these
two alternatives is provided in Figures 4 and 5.

sender

pack(x,msg)
pack(g_x,msg)
send(msg,dest,tag)

receiver:

recv (msg,source, tag,info)
x= unpack (msg)
g_x = unpack (msg)

Figure 4. Pseudocode for the packing
method.

sender:

send (x,dest,tag)
send (g_x,dest,tag)

receiver:

recv(x,ANY_SOURCE,AN’Y_TAG,info)
source = info.source
tag = info.tag
recv(g_x,source,tag,info)

Figure 5. Pseudocode for the separate mes-
sages method.

3.1. Packing

The packing of a variable and its derivative object maybe
explicit or implicit, depending upon the features of the par-
allel programming environment being used. If the language
or system provides support for communicating multiple
data structures in the same message, for example through
multiple arguments or derived datatypes, the packing may
be done implicitly. Otherwise, the packing must be done
explicitly. Many parallel programming systems inchtde li-
brary routines for packing data, such as the MPI [7] routine
MPI-Pack. Becausethevariableandtheindividualele-
mentsofthederivativeobject are of the same type, an AD
tool may pack them into a single message simply by copy-
ing them into an array of that type, even if the programming
environment being used does not offer support for explicit
packing of data.



send x ~recv a

send Vx

x

recv ~a

send y recv b

send Vy recv Vb

Figure 6. Out-of-order delivery can destroy derivative object association.

3.2. Separate Messages

If the variable and its derivative object are communicated
via separate messages, an association between these mes-
sages must be preserved. In a parallel programming envi-
ronment that guarantees in-order delivery of messages, such
as MPI, it is sufficient to send the derivative object with the
same tag as the variable. The receiving process can then
identify the derivative object as the next message to arrive
from the same source with the same tag. Additional infor-
mation, such as message length, can be used as further con-
firmation that the correct message has been received. If,
however, the programming environment does not guarantee
in-order delivery of messages, we can have the situation de-
picted in Figure 6. In this case, it may be necessary to use
the tag or even the message itself to include a unique iden-
tifier with each message, so that the relationships among
messages can be resolved.

3.3. Comparison

The benefit of using packing is that it is simple to main-
tain the association between a variable and its derivative ob-
ject. One disadvantage of packing is the overhead of pack-
ing and unpacking the data. However, this overhead can be
very small, especially if the pack;ng is implicit. Another
disadvantage of packing is that it maybe necessary to allo-
cate space for the packed data, especially if the packing is
explicit. The benefit of separate messages is that there is no
packing overhead and no need to alIocate additional space.
There is, however, the overhead of sending a second mes-
sage. Also, it can be difficult to preserve the association be-
tween messages, especially in a programming environment
that does not guarantee in-order message delivery.

.
3.4. Experimental Results

To study the tradeoff between the overhead of packing
and the overhead of sending a second message, we con-

ducted a simple experiment. Using MPI on an ethernet net-
work of various SPARCstations and on an IBM SP at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory, we measured the time to pack
and unpack vectors of varying lengths into a message buffer.
We also measured the time to send messages of varying
lengths. The cost of communicating data via a message can
be modelled as

Tcomm
N

= ~comm + —
Pcomm

where ~comm is the size-independent startup cost and
N/~comm is the size-dependent component, where N is
the message size and ~comm is the bandwidth. We can
model the cost of packing data using a similar equation:

Tpack
N

= “pack+=.

Then, the added cost of packing a message is Tpack, while
the added cost of sending a second message is ~comm.
Thus, the cost of packing exceeds that of sending a second

message whenever ~ > ~’ ‘~f (Qcomm – CYPack)@Pack.

We estimated the a and @ parameters by fitting data
gathered with the MPI program to the models using a
least squares approximation. These values as well as the
crossover value N* are given in Table 1. From this data,
it can be observed that N* is typically on the order of 105.
Thus, the overhead of packing will be less than the over-
head of a second message whenever the message size is
less than 105 bytes. This limitk notsohugeash may
seem. A vector of 250 double precision values, with an as-
sociated derivative matrix of size 250 x 250, requires over
5 x 10s bytes of storage. Nonetheless, for typical problems
on typical systems, packhtg variables and derivative objects
together seems preferable to separate messages.
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Table 1. Parameters for communication and packing times (s = seconds, B = bytes)

System CYcomm(S) @comm (B/s) apa& (s) i$a.k (B/s) N* (B)
,

SPARCstations 9.22 X 10-3 1.35 x 101 8.18 x 10-4 2.14 X 107 1.96 X 105
IBM SP 8.91 X 10–3 3.76 X 106 2.94 X 10-5 7.54 x 107 6.69 X 105

Automatic Differentiation of Reduction Op-
erations

In addition to basic features for sending data via mes-
sages or defining data layouts, most parallel programming
enviroriments provide parallel reduction operations. A re-
duction operation is an operation that reduces N values
residing on up to N processors to a single value using an
associative, commutative operator, such as addition. These
reduction operations are elementary operations, in the sense
that we cannot assume anything about the details of the un-
derlying implementation. As such, we cannot apply AD di-
rectly to the reduction operation, but instead must provide a
rule for computing the partial derivatives and a mechanism
for applying the chain rule, just as we do for other elemen-
tary operations.

Applying the chain rule turns out to be simpler than com-
puting the partial derivatives. In the forward mode of au-
tomatic differentiation, applying the chain rule amounts to
scaling the derivative vectors by the partial derivatives, then
adding. Thus, we have in effect a distributed saxpy opera-
tion. Scaling by the partial derivatives is a local operation
and can be done in parallel. Adding is just a sum reduction
operation with vector arguments. Thus, for

y = OP(x(l:n))

where OP k a reduction operation, Vy can be computed
using

forall i = l:n

9J_local (i) = {dOp/dx(i) } * g_x(i)
endfor

9_Y = S~(9_y-local (l:n))

For simplicity, our example assumes that the parallel
programming environment supports reduction over the vec-
tor arguments g_y_local (i). If this is not the case, we
can implement the sum using a loop over scalar sum oper-
ations or a user-defined reduction operation.

The most common reduction operations are sum,
product, max, and min. Computing partial deriva-
tives for the sum reduction is trivial, since the par-
tial derivative with respect to each value being added. is
1. Thus, for the statement y = SUM(X[l:N] ), we

can compute the derivative vector g~ using the reduc-
tion g~ = SUM(g_x [ 1: N] ). In general, computing the
partial derivatives for the min and max reductions is also

simple. The partial derivative with respect to the minimum
(maximum) is I and with respect to all other variables is O.
The difficulty occurs when the minimum (maximum) is not
unique. In this case, the derivative is not defined. See [8]
for ideas on how to handle this situation.

To gain some insight into the partial derivatives of the
product reduction operation, we first consider the se-
quential product

y=x1*x2*x3*x4*z~

The partial derivatives of y with respect to z can be ex-
pressed as

That is,

We could compute partial derivatives for the product re-
duction in the same manner. However, this would require
that we compute N products of N – 1 values over N pro-
cessors, which could be very expensive in terms of both
computation and communication. It should be obvious from
inspection that there are many redundant subexpressions
in the expressions above. We describe two techniques for
computing partial derivatives for the product reduction
that exploit these common subexpressions, modelled on the
two standard modes of automatic differentiation.

4.1. Reverse mode

ADIFOR and ADIC use the forward mode globally, but
use the reverse mode for computing the local partial deriva-
tives of statements like the one above. The reve~e mode



woids recomputing common subexpressions in thepartial
derivatives.

.
tl = xl * Z’2

tz = tl*z3

ts = tz*X4

td = z~ *X4

ts = t~*X3

v = t3*z5

ay
— = tl*t4
azs

ay

G
= t~*x5

ay
—=t3
8X5

The computation of tl through ts is a prefix computa-
tion, while the computation of .t4 and t5 is a reverse pre-
fix, or suffix, computation. Thus, in order to use the same
technique for computing partial derivatives for a produc t
reduction, we need a parallel prefix operation and a reverse
parallel prefix operation. Many parallel programming envi-
ronments provide a built-in parallel prefix operation, and an
efficient implementation is available for most others. Thus,
we can compute partial derivatives using a sequence of data
exchanges (to facilitate the reverse parallel prefix, since this
operation is often not provided) and parallel prefix opera-
tions. After the partial derivatives have been computed, they
are used to scale the local derivative and a sun reduction is
used to compute the total derivative.

4.2. Forward mode

Partial derivatives can also be computed by using the for-
ward mode of AD. The forward mode of AD performs a
scaling and summation of derivative vectors at every step.

tl = ZI *X2,

‘ijtl .= 2.3*v2q +21 *VX2,
tz = tl *Z3,

Vtz = z3*vtl +tl *VZ3,

ts = t2*x’4,

Vts = X4 *vt~ +tz *VZ4,

v = t3*25,

Tg = z~ *vt3 +ts *VZ5.

Note that each multiplication is a scalar-vector product and
could be very expensive for long derivative vectors.

We can use the forward mode to propagate deriva-
tives through a product reduction using reduction on
the user-defined sequential function (y, Vy) = F(z[l :
N], VZ[l : N]).

N
y = ~Zij

i= 1

N ayvy . ~ ~vxi.
i=1

Since y and Vy can be communicated together, the over-
all communication requirements for this algorithm are less
than those for the algorithm based on the reverse mode, es-
pecially for systems with high latency. However, the com-
putational cost is higher, and because we are performing a
reduction on a user-defined function, compiler optimization
may be restricted.

4.3. Comparison of approaches

An analysis of the two proposed rules for differentiat-
ingproduct reduction reveals that the reverse mode has a
complexity of approximately

((4 + D) log~ P + D)tc + (D log2 F’)tw + (5 log~ P)t,,

where D is the length of the derivative vectors, P is the
number of processors, t= is the time to perform a multipli-
cation or an addition, t. is the startup cost for each message,
and tw is theper-word cost of each message. The forward
mode has a complexity of approximately

(3D log* P)tc+ (D log2,P)tw + (10g2P)t..

Further simplification indicates that the forward mode will
perform better than the reverse mode approximately when

D < 2;.
c

On most modern parallel systems, the ratio t,/tcis on the
order of 103 to 104. Thus, we expect better performance
from the forward mode except when D is very large.

4.4. Experimental results

To compare the two strategies for differentiating the
product reduction operation, we implemented them in
Fortran using MPI message passing. We then timed them
for various vector lengths (N) and derivative vector lengths
(D) on an Intel Paragon using partitions ranging from 1 to

,20 processors (P).



x Figures 7-9 provide a comparison of the two methods
for computing the derivatives of the product reduction. Fig-

. ure 7 presents runtime as a function of D and P for a fixed
vector length of 1. The graphs in Figure 8 show rtmtime as
a function of D for fixed N and P, aiding in the direct com-
parison of the two methods. In these graphs, the solid line
represents the method based on the reverse mode discussed
in Section 4.1, and the dashed line represents the method
based on the forward mode discussed in Section 4.2. Fig-
ure 9 indicates which method offers the best performance
for various values of P and D. Note that the “wrinkle”
for moderate D that can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 is even
more pronounced in this diagram, because it occurs for dif-
ferent yalues of D for the two methods. This offset results
in the reverse method demonstrating better performance for
D = 32. The actual crossover occurs around D = 2000,
which is in keeping with the theoretical crossover point of
D = 2(t,/tC) given in Section 4.3.

The results obtained on the Paragon are similar to those
obtained on a network of SPARCstations and on an IBM
SP3. Furthermore, they are consistent with performance
predictions based on the abstract algorithms. Therefore,
conclusions based on these results should be generally ap-
plicable to a wide range of environments.

5. Conclusions and related work

Our experimental results for the IBM SP and a network
of SPARCstation indicate that packing a variable and its as-
sociated derivative object into a single message is preferable
to sending separate messages. We note, though, that on ex-
tremely low latency hardware, it may be preferable to use
separate messages. Under these circumstances, the cost of
packing and unpacking data may exceed the added cost of
a second message. Furthermore. separate messages may be
easier to implement.

Based on our results, we conclude that the best algorithm
for computing the derivatives of the product reduction
is the one based on the forward mode. For typical prob-
lems on typical systems, this method outperforms the re-
verse mode. It is only when the length of the derivative vec-
tor is on the order of 103 that the reverse mode offers better
performance. Furthermore, a derivative vector length of 103
represents a thousandfold increase in work in the derivative
computation over the function computation. In this con-
text, a small improvement in the performance of a reduction
is notlikely to be noticeable. However, for programming
environments that do not support reduction of user-defined
functions, the reverse mode may be easier to implement..

We have built prototype AD tools for Fortran and C with
subsets of MPI, and are in the process of extending the C
tool to handle all of MPI. In building these tools, we have
needed to address the issues discussed as well as the proper

handling of exceptions caused by the evaluation of intrinsic
functions at points of nondifferentiability, the use of inter-
task dataflow analysis to improve efficiency, and whether
to utilize the added potential for parallelism created by the
automatic differentiation process. We consider these and
related issues elsewhere [8]. These issues are also being
addressed by other researchers in the area of AD tools for
parallel programs [4].
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